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L Introduction
The purpose of this'note is threefold: (a) it seeks to formalize the various
hypotheses of a systematic nature in models such as have been previously usod
in Indian development planning0 Similar planning models have been used in
certain other countries, eog,, Italian ton-year development plan and are used
at present by Messrso Pant and Little in their respective memoranda concerning
the forthcoming Indian plan, In thus formalizing, it reveals the essential
interconnections implicit in the planning calculations, e, g, the way in which
the various exogenous and erdogerious variables hang together, once certain basic
parameter values have been assumed to be known.
(b) Having drawn up the formal scheme or the 9models if we prefer to use this
expression, several numerical illustrations are presented in the following orders
(i) The Pant-Little case using their model structure and parameter values;
(ii) The modified Panti.ttle case with a capital coefficient equal to 3g
(iii) The same case with an increased amount of foreign aid, all the assumed
parameters values being the same as in (ii),
These comparisons will serve the important purpose of highlighting the degree of
economic realism implicit in these numerical exercises,
(c) Once the implications of the Omodelu as it stands have been sufficiently
worked out, the natural thing to do would be to suggest some simple extensions,
Numerical models as well as the question of Oresource gap relating to the
Third Five Ycar Plan are discussed in the Paper C/59-20. Alternative Numerical
Models of the Third Five Year Plan of India, by Pofsesor PoNo osen'sEiin
Sam indebted to Professor 7 7PY Rosenin-Rodan and iSo Eckaus for valuable
suggestions,
particularly when the original version is an overly simple one, We try to
indicate a few of the extensions that would make the 9modelV a more realistis
one from the point of view of decision-making in the present Indian context.,
lit Before taking up the various structural equations constituting the type of moder
generally involved in such plans, it may be useful to add some methocioloical
ooservations concerning its general nature.
To start with, it should be borne in mind that the Qmode1a we are after is a
type of 'decision model.' This implies that it must necessarily have more
unknowns than equations, In other words, the system must possess certain 'degrees
of freedomo , The reason for this is that a model which is couplete2y "1ockedl
(ego one for which the number of equations is the same as that of unknowns)
cannot serve as a decision model, since it cannot discriminate between the results
of alternative policy constellations. 1 #2  The models implicit in the previous
I'ian plafns ae well as the Pant.-Little papers satisfies this criterion of havting
some open ends and hence must be regarded as 'decision models.'
In the usual literature on 'decision modela,a a distinction is normally drawn
between models having fixed targets and those having 'flexible targets i In the
fixed targets case, certain values are ascribed by the planners to the target
variables they have in mind. The optimization procedure is generally hidden
behind these specified target valuese In the flexible targets case, however,,
the optimization procedure is an integral part of the planning problem, The
problem is determinate only after the optimization procedure has been worked out,
In g.neral the Iflexible targets' problem is more difficult to work out than the
1fixed targets' problem and thus, in many planning situations, 'fixed targets* are
chosen as beat indicative of the planners' preferences, The type of model we
shal be discussing here is one having Ofixed targets,#
lEach policy constellation is defined by the way the degre3s of freeaow are
filled up.
ZAnrfy Olocked' model may be easily 1nlocked' by jast dropping one equationeWhether it is meaningful to do so depends on the economic nature of the model,
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Further, such Onodels' are normally Olinearog This implies that the relation=
ships indicate the constancy of marginal quantities like marginal savings rate,
etco, while they may or may not imply constancy of the average quantities0 This
is not a very restrictive assumption if one confines oneself to a limited period
of time, as is usually done in many of these plans,
Finally, although the model is concerned with a period of five years, the present
orientaition is towards results achieved over the whole period, rather than any
year-to-year variation0 Thus, even if it is possible, in principle, to cast the
model in terms of difference equations, it is more useful to present it in the
form of a set of algebraic equations in which only the initial and final values
are relatedo No essential feature of the model would be lost in this form of
presentation,
We have the following variables:
(1) I : total investment
(2) S : Savings in period OtV
(3) F : the amount of 2netv foreign aid
(4) AY : the increase of income over the fiva-year period
(5) D : demand for agricultural output
(6) AYA : increase in agricultural production
(7) T : total amount of tax revenue in year '
(8) Tt s part of tax revenue dependent on income or some component of income
(9) & YNA t nongricultural production
(10) Ct : consumption in period Ot'
(11) Et total government expenditure over the period
(12) D : increase in government debt, tax rates remaining unchanged
(13) A investment in agriculture
(14) 'N investment in noncagriculture
(15) C s the annual increment in savings
The following are the data of the systems
(a) Pt : population in year at a
(b) E 0 ,t : government current expenditure in period Ot g
(c) Rt : operating surplus from public enterprises in period t99
(d) T : the part of tax revenues which is roughly autonomous with
respect to income
The data of the system are those variables which are always determined from
outside the model,
We have the following set of parameterss
(a) 8 : the global output-capital ratio
(b) ja : the output-capital ratio in agriculture
(c) & s the proportion of investment expenditure undertaken by the government
(d)y 2 : the proportions in which existing tax revenue is earned from
current consumption, current agricultural and non-agricultural
incomes
(e) ) : the income elasticity of demand for agricultural production
We have the following set of equations:
(1) I z ZI - XS t+ F
(2) &Y PI
(3) St S + t
t ) o 7(4) DA
(5) AYA 
- IaA
(6) Tt - T TT
(7) T d C alt. r(NA), Y(A)3
(8) IEt X Ec.t +01.
(9) A D - ZE -(ET + R)
(10) AYA +a YNA A
A NA
(12) ACt 3 AS AYt
(13) ADA s a
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Thus, we have 15 unknowns and 13 equationso Of these 13 equations, equations (1),
(6), (9), (10), (11) are either definitional equations or balance equations, While
the remaining equations are composed of behaviour equations, technological equations,
or institutional equations (e.g. tex equations). The above counting shows that
the system has two degrees of freedom. The values of any two variables may, there-
fore, be set arbitrarily front outside, and the remaining variables will be determined
from within the system. This gives us a number of alternative policy constellations
from which a choice may be made. In the Pant-Little case, these two open ends were
Iilled up by assuming I and F1 to be given from outside. Certain other possibilities
of filling up the open ends are discussed later towards the end of this section.
The follw-ing explanations may be offered regarding the structural equations, although
a large number of them are self-explanatoryo Equation (1) states that total investment
over the whole period is equal to total domestic savings plus net foreign aid,
Equation (2) indicates the increase in national income over the whole five-year period
as obtained from investment over the period multiplied by the incremental output-
capital ratioo Equation (3) is a more interesting one. It gives savings at time
OtO as a linearly increasing function of time 't', starting from a certain base periodo
This is just the mathematical equivalent of the numerical projection made in the
Pant papero Although it looks quite arbitrary in itself, taken together with other
equations, it defines although implicitly, how savings change with respect to change
in income. Thus, the marginal savings propensity is a derived figure. Equation (1)
indicates that demand for agricultural production is a function of the level of
population as well as the per capita incomeo Thus, on the logarithmic axis, this
will read as follows:
ADa to A
Da.
In other words, relative increase in demand for agriculture is the sum of the relative
rate of increase in population plus the relative rate of increase in per capita
income multiplied by the incozme.lasticity of demand.
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Interpretation of equation (5) is similar to equation (2). It may be regarded as
a supply equation for agriculture. Equation (6) states that total tax revenue is com-
posed of those taxes which show the same rate of increasE as income or some components
of income and those which remain roughly invariant with rvspect to income, Note, how-
ever, that this equation pr..supposes the existing taxes as wiell as the tax rates to
remain unchanged. Equation (7) may be maore meaningfully stated in incremental form:
'C "~UYNA 3Y
In other words, the relative rate of increase in derived tax revenue is equal to
the weighted average of the rates at which consumption, agricultutal income, and
non-agricultural income are incrcasing, the weights being the proportions in which
the existing derived tax revenue is earned from current consumption, current agri-
cultural income, and current non-agricultural income. This approximates very closely
the arithmetical procedure used by Little in computing the amount of derived tax re-
venue:, although there is a slight discrepancy in as much as a few items of excise re-
venue are projected on a somewhat different assumption. Equation (8) describes total
government expenditure over the period as equal to the sum of current expenditure plus
the proportion of total investment expenditure that is to be undertaken b. the govern-
ment6 Pi is naturally a policy parameter. The total increase in government debt is
by definition equal to the total expenditure minus total tax revenue and total amount
of operating surpluses of public enterprise, This expression has to be modified if
we assume that part of the deficits will be covered by introducing new taxes and/or
increasing the rate, of existing taxes. This implies adding a separate equation to
indicate the tax revenues from new sources,
The next three equations are clearly definitional equations in incremental form. The
final equation is an equilibrium relation that enables one to decide how total invest-
ment will have to be distributed between agriculture and non-agriculture, by equating
incremental demand to incremental supply. Since no systematic hypothesis is made con-
cerning the distribution of non-agricultural investment within the different sub-sectors
constituting the non-agricultural sector, no additional equations are given.
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We shall take up the investment alleviation problem once again, while discussing
the possibilities of extending the above decision model.
It has been remarked previously that we can arbitrarily choose aag two of the
variables as exogenous ard accordingly work out the values of the remaining
variables. We may choose among the following possibilities: These are naturally
a sample of all the possibilities that exist:
(a) A Y given and R prescribed from outside. In this case, I vill be
determined as a consequence and so also will be the marginal savings raxe.
(b) A Y given, and the savings programme is prescribed, namely, o( , the
required amount of foreign aid and the total amount of investment appears av
derived magnitudes.
(c) I and F are "given" from outside. In this case, the rate of growth
of income, etc. and the marginal savings ratio will be determined in consequence.
A few other examples could be given. But the above is sufficiently indicative
of what we may do by varying the iodel. In addition, parameter values may also
be assumed to be different from case to case.
TIII Let us take up the numerical illustrations of the above algebraic setup.
The ftlwing situations will be considered:
(a) the Pnt-Little case
(i) Exogenous I - 1,000 crores
Variables:
F - 1,000 "
(ii) initial Y 0 12,500 "
values $
S - 1,050
(iii) parameters
; - o75
Wi t, 67
rm n 567
- -323
3 - 007
Derivations
I BSt + F
. t - 9ooo
.. 5s + 15W- 9000
250
as w 1250
ay - o45 x 10,000
- 4500. This implies that the relative rate of growth of income
per annum is 6% and
IM 1250 '' 28%
It should be obvious from the calculations that a - 5 C( Thus, it is
determined once *(9 p, and I are determinedo
From the above it follows that Y-S 3250 2
0 0
This implies that the relative rate of growth of consumption per annum is 5%0
Since population is assumed to increase at a rate of 2% per annum, per capita
national income increases at 4% per annum. Increase in the demand for agricultural
production per annum is equal to o75 x o0 + .02 - .05 or 5 per cent per annum0
Agricultural production thus -:ust increase by 5%. This means an increase of
non-agricultural production by roughly 7%.
Relative increase in derived tax revenue is a weighted averago of the rates of
growth of consumption, agricultural output and nonoagricultural outputo With
the above values of the rates of growth and the given values of g 1, r2 ' )f
it works out at roughly 6 per cent per annum.
This together with the estimates of autonomous tax revenue gives nearly the
total of 6568 crores over the five-year period, There is, however, a slight
discrepancy in qs much as Little projects a few of the inairect taxes on bases
somewhat different from the aboveo Ehe difference however is negligible in
relation to the totals involvedo
Putting 7L -5700 crores and 2T + ZR equal to nearly 9000 crores, it
ellows that the b-alance of Rs 6700 crores has to come from borrowing if no
new taxes aro inttloduced, or the existing tax rates are not increasedo Assuming
further thahL exteraal borrowing amounts to 1000 crores, we are left with the
remainder of. Re 5700 crores. This total will presumably be distributed into
three partsE additional taxes, borrowing, and the Odeficit financing so called.
Interesting questions arise in this connection as to how best to fill this gap
in the requirod amount of resources.
Since this problem is already considered in the paper on "Alternative Nwerical
Models of tht.Third Five Year Plan of India",we do not discuss it here.
(b) For the nc .ond case, exogenous variables: the same as before
in-.ttl valuest the same
paratcer vales: / 3
all other parameters remain unchanged0
AY in this cane is equal to Rs 3,300 crorese This implies that national inco
grows at the rate of 4,8% per annum, Per capita national income goes up at the
rate of 2.8% ? r annum0
Since ZS - 9000 crores as before, it follows that 04
is equal to Ra (50 crores,, Thus, A S 1250 - 38 or 38% per annurm
a Y 3300
Hence, AC - Y -AS 3300-1250 2050 18%0
T~ 110501150
This implies that consumption increases roughly at the rate of 3.5 par cent per
annum, Consumptioa per capita increases at the rate of 105%per annum,
Relative increase !n agricultural demand w .028 x 475'-e +02 - oo4 or h.l per
cent per annum, Non-agricultural output increases roughly at 5.5% par annum
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Relative increase in tax revenue in this case is equal to nearly h4l% per
annum. Total revenue over the whole period in this case amounts to roughly
6270 crores.
Thus, there is a decline in tax revenue by 300 crores0  This is a small amount
compared with the total, but is significant as a proportion of the incremental
tax revenue, which is only 700 crores on the present assumption as against the
Pant-LIttle assumption of 1000 crores0
The marginal savings ratio implied in this programme is very high indeed and
raises questions of feasibility in view of the existing sectoral propensities
and the marginal income shares of the different sectors in the proposed invest-
ment allocationo This point as well as the related question of Oresources gap'
is further elaborated in the paper of Prof. Rosenstein-Jodan quoted earliero
Case aco
Exogenous Variables: I 10,9000
F- 29500
Initial values: unchanged
Parameter values: t *33o The rest as in (a),,
Derivations*
;S- 7500
Hence ,Q( 150
Hence L 5C 750 .23%
National income in this case increases at the rate of h 8 per cent per annum as
in case (b),, Per- capita income accordingly increases at the rate of 2,8 per cent.,
Relative rate of growth of consumption in this case is, however, higher than in
case (b) because A 3.00 - 750 is roughly 22%. This means that consumption
will increase at the rate of 4,o% per annum0
Relative increase in demand for agricultural products is the same as In case
(b) eogo, lh1%P Tax revenue now increases at a relatively higher rate in as
much as the rate of growth of consumption is now higher. Tax revenue increases
at the rate of 645% per annum. This compares with the h.1% in the previous
case
Total tax revenuo now aggregates, over the whole period to roughly 6350 crores.
This means a slight improvement over the preceding situation. This present
calculation necessarily implics that no new taxes are introduced or tax rates
remain unchanged.
Case (c) appears to be somewhat more realistic in as much as the marginal
savings ratio is considerably lower and the burden of new taxes needed to balance
the government budget lower,,
IVO It appears that in the interest of more satisfactory decision-making the model
as discussed above should be in a somewhat more disaggregated form. Disaggrega.
tion should proceed further both on the ghorisontal as well as the'verticalO leels
The 'horizontalg level here refers to the distribution of expenditure between
final consumer goods while the OverticalO relations are those involving input-
output considerations,
It may be said that the model so far described deals entirely with relationships
on the horizontal level, But even there it is very far from being complete,
While the model indicates how an increment of per capita national income will
be distributed between food and non-food items, it does not aay anything eithe
about the distribution within the different items belonging to th food ensorn
or of those falling within the non-food category. Demand for consumer goods.
particularly textiles and housing services in the urban area, are likely to
be the two most important categories on the level of final consumer demand.
Insertion of corresponding equations would thus enable us to determine the ratios
in which investment should be allocated to these sectors.
- L.L -
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Allocating investment resources to sectors whose products are most3y used
for interindustrial purposes, namely, those sectors where circularity is apt
to be very important, requires information concerning the input-qutput
relations. Even for an underdeveloped country like India, a partial input.
output ana3ysis may be extremely important, when investment is being channeled
into the stee1-fuel-metal complexc Having estimated the sum total of incremental
demand for each of these sectors, the total being composed both of direct and
derived demands, we may be in a position to suggest how much should be allocated
to these sectors. This is all the more possible because the knowledge of
capital=output ratios obtained from the data regarding mre advanced countries
may be applicable here, siwe the technological process would roughly be the
same o,
It may, however, be true that in the detailed preparation of the programs for
industrial development, these cross-effects have been taken into account, in
which input-output considerations are implicitly consideredo In the present
model, this will be reflected in the value of the global capital-coefficiento
Even so, it may be better to put them more explicitly, so as to make for more
consistent allocation of investment between the various industrial sectore o
No reference has been made in the above to the employment aspects of the
problem0 Pant gives an estimate of the incremental employment effects of the
investment allocation scheme he suggestso These are essentially derived magni-
tudes, What is important is that a few of the allocation ratios may be so
chosen as to attain certain desired increases in employmento This is possible
because (a) the sectors differ with regard to their labor intensity; (b) and
secondly, within some sectors, labor intensities of different processes may be
differento The employment aspect of the question was one of the main issues
of the second plano It is still important and should not be treated only as
a derived phenomenon,
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It should also be apparent from the model that the foreign trade aspects of
the problem are nowhere explicitly integrated with the other aspects of the
economyo As a matter of fact, the model so formulated shows clearly only the
inflow of capital that is needed in order to finance the import surplus that
is expected to arise over the plano But how the import surplus is expected to
arise is mentioned only very briefly by the plan and this will undoubtedly
be the subject of an additional study, Especially here the choice of investment
ratios is of importance in as much as the export-expanding or import saving
industries appear to be particu lrly important in the present Indian cnntext.
To sum up, if there are Ing sectors, then there are (n-l) allocation ratios
of investment which may be used as (n-1) instruments. It follows from an
elementary principle of economic policy that we can attain (n-1) targets with
the help of (n-l) instruments. The suggestions above are mainly intended to
show how these (n-1) targets may be chosen by means of extending thie onopA of
the present model through incorporating a few new relationships.
